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ABSTRACT

Motivated by the applicability of HogWild!-style algorithms, people

turn their focus on system architectures that provide ultra-high

throughput random-access with very limited or no isolation guar-

antees, and build inconsistent-tolerant applications (i.e., large scale

optimization algorithms) on top of them. Although some optimiza-

tion algorithms have theoretical convergence guarantees, some-

times these systems fail to compute the correct results when the

presumptions of convergence cannot hold. Moreover, there is no

practical way to tell whether a given result is accurate (without

cross validation) or to tune the isolation strength on-the-fly. To

resolve these problems, these systems need an indicator to report

the number of łbad eventž caused by łout-of-orderž executions. In

this paper, we tackle this problem. Based on transaction processing

theory, we find the number of cycles in the dependency graph, and

demonstrate it is a good indicator. With this observation, we pro-

pose the first real-time isolation anomalies monitor. Our monitor

is at least 1000x faster than naïve implementations and reports ac-

curate isolation anomalies levels with less than 1% extra overhead.

Monitoring anomalies in a real-time manner efficiently protects

the systems from excessive isolation anomalies which could lead

to incorrect results. We verify the performance and effectiveness of

our monitor via extensive experimental studies.
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1 INTRODUCTION

We are in the łbig dataž era. As there are more and more data to

crawl, store, process, analyze, and maintain, scalability becomes

the most demanding property of data-intensive computing systems.

However, achieving scalability is never easy: a recent study [51]

reveals all popular consistency controllers are not able to scale well

beyond a dozen of cores in a main memory system. Facing the scal-

ability challenge, system designers often sacrifice consistency for
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Figure 1: The system workflow. Black components illus-

trate how various factors affects the job performance. Dot-

ted components monitors the runtime information and ad-

just the system configurations. This paper focus on themon-

itor as the first step.

scalability. For example, distributed systems usually prefer avail-

ability over consistency [1]. Similarly, large scale machine learning

algorithms [22, 27, 36, 37] utilize asynchronous communication

to speedup computation, which is at risk of precision loss. In the-

ory [39] asynchronous algorithms only work when the degree of

inconsistency is relatively low, or in other words, when the workers

are not interfering with each other frequently. In practice, people

observe cases that the asynchronous algorithms are not able to

converge, or converge to incorrect or inaccurate results [14, 21, 24].

Moreover, there is no way to tell whether the computation tolerates

the data inconsistency caused by asynchronous communication or

other system components.

This fact that asynchronous algorithms fail in certain system

settings raises a problem: current large scale systems lack an ef-

fective and efficient mechanism to monitor the real-time level of

runtime łchaosž. People build and execute inconsistency-tolerant

applications (ITA) on weak isolation systems. ITA usually concur-

rently execute a set of updates (for example, gradient descents,

c.f. Section 2.2), tolerate individual data inconsistencies caused by

concurrent execution, recover from incorrect internal state caused

by inconsistency to a certain degree, and aim at the overall result

quality instead of consistency from a micro perspective. Examples

of ITA include large-scale optimization algorithms and graph algo-

rithms. We envision a future system (Fig. 1) that automatically and

autonomously adjusts the system configurations (e.g. consistency

level, parallelism, and synchronization barriers, also known as hy-

perparameters [4, 6, 7]) to finish large scale computation in the

most efficient way. Monitoring the runtime environment łchaosž

https://doi.org/10.1145/3183713.3196932
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level is the focus of this project and the first step. With the help

of these runtime reports, people can theoretically or empirically

build connections from both the runtime information and static

information (e.g. dataset properties and the algorithm itself) to the

performance (e.g. converge speed and execution time) enabling

people to adapt the system configurations accordingly.

To monitor the system łchaosž level, the first step is to find a

meaningful way to quantify such a level. Existing literature mostly

focus on qualitative properties (e.g. read-my-write) or qualities that

are not directly related to the degree of system being łout-of-the-

orderž (e.g. the access latency). In this paper, we start our inves-

tigation from concepts of RDBMS transaction processing theory.

Transaction processing theory uses serializability as the standard

of łcorrectž execution. A serializable execution equals a cycle-free

execution dependency graph (c.f. Section 2). Motivated by this ob-

servation, we propose the number of cycles in dependency graph

as an effective indicator of system łchaosž. However, the number

of cycles could be infinite or exponential to the number of jobs and

are usually hard to count. Based on graph theory and on empirical

studies, we propose a conjecture that the numbers of short length

cycles, namely 2- and 3-cycles, in dependency graph are promis-

ing indicators of the system łchaosž. We borrow the transaction

processing concept and denote the counts as the level of isolation

anomalies, or anomalies in short.

In this paper we propose a novel real-time anomalies moni-

tor RushMon. RushMon has two components, a record collector

(collector) and an anomaly detector (detector). Our new collector

aims at the right balance between the accuracy of read/write in-

formation and time/space consumption by carefully sampling the

data to collect. Although there are well-known approaches that can

count the number of anomalies exactly, they all rely on an assump-

tion that they have full access to the dependency graph. However,

in our problem, we cannot afford the overhead to store the graph or

even to store the necessary information that can be used to generate

the dependency graph. Instead, our sampler reduces the records to

be collected from the beginning without substantial loss of accuracy.

Our novel data-centric sampler reduces the overhead at the cost of

independence of edges. Thus we design an unbiased cycle count

estimator which does not rely on independence. We also propose

the following optimizations to speed up RushMon. Existing ap-

proaches record all the read operations to generate dependency

graph edges (c.f. Section 5.1). This requires a variable-length array

to store them because the number of read operations depends on

the application. Such variable-length data structure hinders the per-

formance significantly in a main-memory architecture. We propose

a simple yet effective approach to reduce the number of operations

to be recorded. We use a fixed-length array to reduce the overall

overheads by half. We also propose two effective vertex pruning

mechanisms to remove the stale vertices in the dependency graph

to speed up the cycle detection process. Our anomalies monitor

is able to report real-time anomalies on a 32 worker (i.e. thread)

system with only 1% overhead.

Organization: We revisit the background in Section 2, and dis-

cuss how to quantify the anomalies in Section 3. We discuss a

well-known offline (slow) isolation anomalies detector in Section 4.

Motivated by this approach, we propose our real-time isolation

anomalies in Section 5. We introduce the related work in Section 6

and illustrate our experimental studies in Section 7. We conclude

our work and propose future directions in Section 8.

2 BACKGROUND

In this section, we introduce the background of transaction pro-

cessing which motivates our anomalies quantification, and discuss

how to measure the isolation anomalies. In Appendix A, we discuss

background information on large-scale optimizations that includes

how sequential optimization algorithm works, how inconsistencies

deteriorate the internal state, why some optimization algorithms tol-

erate inconsistencies in theory, and why sometimes the theoretical

guarantees fail.

2.1 Transaction processing

We briefly introduce the basic notations and necessary conclusions

of transaction processing. The interested reader can refer to Gerhard

et al. [48]. A transaction is made of read operations and write

operations. For each transaction ti , we note wi (x) as the write

operation on data item x and ri (x) as the read operation on data

item x . Unless otherwise specified, we only consider all transactions

are successfully committed (i.e. finished). For all operations on the

same data x , we assume they are fully ordered.

The most commonly used correctness criteria of transaction

processing is conflict serializability. The concurrent execution C is

correct if and only if it is equivalent to a serial one S . Equivalence is

defined as follows: 1) for any two operations in the same transaction,

their relative order in S should be same as their order inC ; 2) for any

two conflicting operations in different transactions, their relative

order in S should be same as their order in C . Two operations are

conflicting if they access same data item and at least one of them is

write.

The theory of serializability is closely related to dependency

graphs. In a dependency graph, the vertices corresponds to transac-

tions and the edges indicate the conflicts among them. There is a

wr edge ti
wr
−−−→ tj if tj reads a value which was written by ti . There

is a ww edge ti
ww
−−−→ tj if tj overwrites a value which has been

written by ti . And there is a rw edge ti
rw
−−−→ tj if tj overwrites a

value which has been read by ti . The wr, ww, rw edges are note as

read dependencies, write dependencies and anti-dependencies edges

correspondingly. The transactions satisfy (conflict) serializability if

and only if the corresponding dependency graph is acyclic.

2.2 Basic update unit (BUU)

Before we present how to quantify the anomalies, i.e. łout-of-orderž

processing, we discuss how users express atomicity and what are

the basic elements to be observed as atomic by concurrent workers.

In the large scale systems, the most fundamental I/O primitives

are reads and writes. However, when the user intend to read (or

write) multiple items, the systemmay not be able to provide efficient

implementation of such operations, like array-read or array-write.

Therefore, although the user demands a consistent snapshot of

multiple items, he/she has to issue operations one by one, thus the

consistency requirement cannot be guaranteed. (When the system

provides such batched read/writes, the underlying implementation

may scarify the łgroupingž semantic for performance reason as
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well.) We call one such user-specified group of reads and writes

as basic update unit (BUU). The user intend to make all BUUs

atomic and prevent each BUU from potential interference from

other concurrent BUUs. Informally, BUUs behave like lightweight

transactions, while we only enforce A (atomic) and I (isolation)

properties of traditional transaction processing’s ACID requirement.

BUUs are ubiquitous in large scale computation. For example, in

machine learning applications, a BUU could be a unit of model

update, like a sub-gradient descent in stochastic gradient descent

(SGD) algorithm and a coordinate update in coordinate descent (CD)

algorithm. In graph applications, a BUU may act as a matching trial

in graphmatching algorithm, or a vertex’s PageRank propagation in

PageRank algorithm. It could also naturally represent a transaction

in a weak consistent key-value database.

3 ANOMALIES QUANTIFICATION

Serializability is usually considered as the łgold standardž of the

correctness criteria of isolation in RDBMS transaction processing.

However, there is no well-recognized standard on how to quantify

the incorrectness when the concurrent execution are not serial-

izable. Traditional isolation anomalies theory in transaction pro-

cessing [5] enumerates several common isolation anomalies. For

example, read skew is the cycle T1 → T2 → T1 where the edges are

in different data items. It also defines unrepeatable read, lost update,

and write skew. However, these four categories of anomalies are

not exhaustive and thus are not sufficient to depict all the possible

łbadž events which could happen in all łout-of-orderž executions.

Instead of the counts of specific pattern(s) in the dependency

graph, we count all cycles. However, if we count the number of

simple cycles (which prohibit duplicate vertices in a cycle), it could

be exponential to the number of vertices: for example, a complete

graph with n vertices has at least n! cycles. Counting the number of

simple cycles is also a #P-complete problem as well [43], therefore,

we cannot solve it in polynomial time unless P=NP. If we choose

to count the number of non-simple cycles (which allows repeated

vertices in single cycle), the number could be even infinite. Infinite

numbers are not helpful in our problem because it is meaningless

to compare two isolation levels’ strengths if they are represented

as two infinites.

From practical perspective, counting the number of cycles is not

easy either. According to a survey [30], among all the algorithms

that list cycles in a directed graph, the fastest one (in terms of

computational complexity) is Johnson’s algorithm [23]. Its reports

all cycles in O(n × e × c) time, where n, e , c are the number of

vertices, edges and cycles respectively. To monitor an analytical

system in a real-time manner, even the fastest algorithm is not fast

enough: a 32-core multi-core system is able to process up to several

tens of millions BUUs per second. Assume each BUUs contains 10

elements, which could be an underestimate, n × e is larger than

1013 for 1 million BUUs.

Although the dependency graph may have a huge number of

cycles, we conjecture that the numbers of small-length cycles could

succinctly represent the numbers of various length cycles. Specif-

ically, the numbers of 2-cycles and 3-cycles are sufficient to rep-

resent all cycles. Two observations lead to our conjecture. First, a

denser dependency graph tends to have more edges, thus contains
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Figure 2: The number of various length cycles. 2- and 3-

cycles are representative because 1) the numbers of cycles

increase together with others; 2) the ratio between 2- and

3-cycles matches the trend of the ratio between shorter

and longer cycles when the synchronization frequency in-

creases.

more short-length cycles and longer-length cycles simultaneously.

Second, based on our experimental results, we observe when the

dependency graph is sparse, it contains a small number of short

cycles and almost no long cycles. Conversely, when the dependency

graph is dense enough, it contains more short cycles and a signifi-

cant number of long cycles. Thus, the trend between 2-cycles and

3-cycles helps us distinguish whether the the number of cycles is

increasing or decreasing when the length of cycle increases. We

verify our observation by theoretical analysis. For simplicity, con-

sider a random graph with n vertices. For each pair of vertices, they

form a directed edge with probability p independently. The number

of k-length cycle is n!
(n−k )!k

pk . When we fix n and increases p, the

numbers of various length cycles increase simultaneously, while

the numbers of longer cycles tend to increase faster because of the

larger exponent k .

Micro experiments:We also conduct experimental studies on two

micro benchmarks. In the first micro benchmark, we use a main-

memory system with 32 workers. Each worker keeps executing

BUUs without any isolation protection mechanism. We place a

global barrier across all 32 workers after every fixed number of

BUUs. During the barrier, we ensure all previous read and write

operations have been applied to the storage and become visible to

all workers, and all BUUs have been finished, before the system

continues. We denote the number of BUUs executed between two

barriers as synchronization frequency. We vary the synchronization

frequency from 1 to 100, and measured the number of cycles in the

dependency graph. BUUs executed under lower synchronization

frequency are synchronized more frequency. Thus they have better

job isolation. We illustrate the number of various length cycles in

Figure 2. The figure shows as the synchronize frequency increases,

the numbers of cycles increase simultaneously. Besides that, we also

observe when the synchronization frequency is low, there are more

shorter (i.e. 2- and 3-) cycles than longer cycles. And the number

of longer cycles is larger when the synchronization frequency is

high. We believe the numbers of 2- and 3-cycles are representative

among the numbers of all-length cycles because the relative value

between 2- and 3-cycles also illustrates whether shorter or longer

cycles are dominating all the cycles.

For the secondmicro benchmark, we consider amachine learning

application: logistic regression problem optimized by the stochastic
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Figure 3: Various properties of the dataset/system vs. the

convergence speed (number of BUUs to reach the optimum

point, shown in the y-axis) in a SGD application. The num-

bers of 2- and 3-cycles (per second) have themost significant

correlation with convergence speed.

gradient descend (SGD) algorithm. We conduct 50 different runs

by varying the data and/or system setting parameters, including

the size of batch execution in SGD, the number of cores (workers)

in the system, the size of the training data, the system staleness

(c.f. Section 7.1). We also measure the convergence speed, namely

the number of BUUs needed to reach the optimal loss value. The

target of this micro benchmark is to investigate which data/system

parameter has themost significant correlationwith the convergence

speed.1 We draw the system property versus the convergence speed

in Fig. 3(a)-(d). In each figure, one point represent one experiment

run, while its x coordinate represents its system parameter value

and its y coordinate represents its convergence speed. We also draw

the number of 2- and 3-cycle versus convergence speed in Fig. 3(e)-

(f). These figures show although some other parameters are also

correlated with the convergence speed, the number of 2- and 3-

cycles are the most significantly correlated with them.

The problem: Therefore, in this paper we focus on monitoring the

number of (new) 2-cycles and 3-cycles in the dependency graph in

a real-time manner.

4 THE BASELINE APPROACH

In this section, we outline a general off-line approach formonitoring

isolation anomalies based on transaction processing theory. We

1Other data-related and algorithm-related factors (i.e. data sparsity or learning rate)
may affect the convergence speed as well. We fix these factors in order to investigate
how out-of-order executions affect the convergence.

Shared Storage COL

Isolation Controller

Worker 1 Worker 2 Worker 3

Scheduler

System Tuning

DET

Figure 4: The brief view of system architecture with two iso-

lation anomalies monitor components marked in red

emphasize that this approach is not sufficiently fast to support

real-time isolation monitoring. Starting from the baseline solution,

we analyze a performance issue, possible extensions, and how to

support real-time monitoring. We discuss why the straightforward

extension (i.e. dependency graph edge sampling) does not work,

which further motivates our approach in the next section.

4.1 A data collector and a cycle detector

The consistency anomalies monitor has two major components: a

data collector (col) and a cycle detector (det). The col captures

the information about the read and writes operation: it records data

items to be read or written, the operation’s timestamp, and the ID

of operation’s BUU. With this information, it further derives three

categories of edges, namely rw, wr and ww edges, and passes all

edges to the cycle detector det. det count the number of cycles

and reports it to the system.

The components are illustrated in Fig. 4. In this paper, we assume

the col is an inner component of the storage: in order to retrieve the

necessary information regarding each read/write operation, it has

access to the internal structures of the storage. The implementation

can be middle-ware, a plug-in of the storage layer, or a log parser,

which extracts read/write information from the storage log. The

det is a standalone component.

We illustrate the main idea of the col in Algorithm 1. In order

to record necessary information which can in further be utilized

to generate wr, rw and ww edges (c.f. Section 2), we associate two

auxiliary states with each data item. The first is lastWrite: the ID

of most recent BUU that writes on the data. The second is readIDs,

the set of BUU’s IDs that read the data since the most recent write.

During initialization we set lastWrite as NULL and readIDs as an

empty set.

In order to keep the most up-to-date information, the algorithm

is invoked for each operation. Each operation has following infor-

mation: op as the type of the operation (read or write), tid as the

BUU ID, and d as the data item to be read or written. We update

lastWrite and readIDs according to their definitions. For a read

operation, col report a wr edge from the last write (lastWrite)

operation to the current one. For a write operation, col report a

ww edge to det only if there is no read operation between this

write operation and the last one (in other words, when readIDs is

empty). col report rw edges to det for all the elements in readIDs.
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Algorithm 1 Baseline col

Require: d.lastWrite and d.readIDs for each data d

1: procedure Initialize()

2: for all data item d do

3: d.lastWrite← null

4: d.readIDs← ∅

5: procedure handle_ops(op , t id , d )

6: if op is read then

7: if d.lastWrite , null then

8: Issue an edge d.lastWrite
wr
−−−→
d

tid

9: d.readIDs← d.readIDs ∪ {t id }

10: if op is write then

11: if d.readIDs = ∅ then

12: Issue an edge d.lastWrite
ww
−−−→
d

tid

13: else

14: for tx ∈ d.readIDs do

15: Issue an edge tx
rw
−−−→
d

tid

16: d.readIDs← ∅

17: d.lastWrite← tid

4.2 Edge sampling: not a solution

In modern main-memory systems, to perform a read or write op-

eration we only need to pay overhead proportional to the cost

of address lookup and memory access. These in-memory read-

/write operations are very fast. Therefore, even if we only record

lastWrite for each operation, the cost of ordinary read/write oper-

ation and overhead for col are at the same magnitude of order. And

det is even more time consuming than col because of the inher-

ited computational complexity of cycle counting. Therefore, since

we cannot afford the overhead of book keeping for each edge in

dependency graph, we are not able to support real-time monitoring

of exact isolation anomalies.

The inability of book keeping motivates us to investigate the

possibility of approximate answers. Specifically, edge sampling

is an effective approach to estimate the number of cycles in big

graph [46]. Therefore, a straightforward extension of col and det

is to sample edges in col, and let det estimate the number of cycles

based on the sampled graph. However, this edge sampling approach

is not able to mitigate the overhead. Without loss of generality, we

show why uniform sampling of edges with a probability p is not

able to mitigate the overhead, while other non-uniform samplings’

issues are similar.

The most important issue of edge sampling is the edges are gen-

erated based on the information collected by col. Specifically, each

edge depends on two operations. For simplicity we denote them as

the earlier and the later operation respectively. The critical issue of

edge sampling is, we are only aware of the existence of the edge

when col receives the later operation; however, we have to record

the necessary information (namely lastWrite and readIDs) for

the earlier operation. In order to retrieve the earlier operation’s

information for each later operation, we have to record all opera-

tions’ information. Thus, edge sampling is not able to mitigate any

overhead caused by bookkeeping in col component.

T1 T2 T3
w1(x )

r2(x )
w2(y)

w3(y)
w3(x )

r1(x ) r2(y)
w2(z) w2(y)

w1(z)
(a) An example of 3
transactions (tempo-
ral order: top to bot-
tom)

T1 T2 T3
w1(x )

r2(x )
w2(y)

w3(y)
w3(x )

r1(x ) r2(y)
w2(z) w2(y)

w1(z)
(b) The edges of
Fig. 5(a)

T1 T2 T3
w1(x )

r2(x )

w3(x )
r1(x )

w2(z)
w1(z)

(c) The edges of
Fig. 5(a) after data-
centric sampling (x
and z sampled)

T2T1

x

x
T3

y

z

(d) The dependency graph of
Fig. 5(a)

T2T1

x

x

T3

z

(e) The dependency graph of
Fig. 5(a) after data-centric sam-
pling (x and z sampled)

Figure 5: Example of sampling

Example 4.1. We illustrate an example of three BUUs in Fig. 5(a).

The temporal order of operations is shown from top to bottom.

We consider the first edge from T1’sw1(x) to T2’s operation r2(x),

and other edges have similar issues. col is only able to detect this

edge when it is aware of r2(x). At this time, it can virtually toss the

coin and determine whether this edge shall be deemed as sampled.

However, before that, specifically when col receivesw1(x), it must

record information of w1(x), because it cannot foresee whether

and when other operations on x will emerge. Namely, it needs to

update lastWrite and readIDs for data item x . Thus, although

edge sampling issues less edges, it still has to record all auxiliary

information.

5 RUSHMON: A REAL TIME ISOLATION
MONITOR

In this sectionwe propose our real-time consistency anomalies mon-

itor, RushMon. RushMon reports accurate estimation of anomalies

with little overhead. The efficiency of RushMon comes from a

novel data-centric sampling (Section 5.1), main-memory optimized

implementation (Section 5.2) and pruning methods to speed up the

cycle detection (Section 5.3).

5.1 Data-centric sampling

As discussed in the previous section, uniformly sampling edges can-

not effectively mitigate the overhead in col. Instead of sampling

edges based on the edge itself, we propose data-centric (edge) sam-

pling which can efficiently reduce the overhead while still preserves

the correctness of results.

The main idea of data-centric sampling is to select a sample of

data items with probability p at the beginning (i.e. before initializa-

tion). During the job execution, the component col only maintain

auxiliary information (i.e. lastWrite and readIDs) on the selected

data items, and only report edges that are occurred on these data

items. For simplicity, we assume the set of chosen data items does

not change throughout the computation.
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Example 5.1. We illustrate an example with three transaction in

Fig. 5(a), all edges in Fig. 5(b), and its dependency graph in Fig. 5(d).

We set p = 0.5. Among three data items x , y, z, we choose two

data items x and z as the data-centric sampling. Therefore, we

do not have to store auxiliary information of y, and the overhead

associated withy is mitigated. After data-centric sampling, col only

issues edges on x and z, as shown in Fig. 5(c). The corresponding

dependency graph (after sampling) is shown in Fig. 5(e).

Estimator. For any single edge, the probability to be chosen is p,

because the data item that the edge is on is chosen by probability p.

Therefore, the data-centric sampling is still uniform among all edges.

However, compared with the conventional uniform edge sampling

(where we toss a coin for each edge), in data-centric sampling,

whether two edges are in the sample is not independent: two edges

on the same data item are chosen in the sample simultaneously.

Without an independence guarantee, the conventional estimation

of the number of cycles does not work at all. Therefore, we design

a novel estimator for data-centric sampled dependency graphs.

In the dependency graph, we give each edge a label indicating

the data item where the edge is detected. For example, in Fig. 5 after

the first two operations, col detects a wr edge from T1 to T2 on

data item x . Thus we label the edge as x , as shown in Fig. 5(d) and

Fig. 5(e). In the data-centric sampled graph, we categorize 2-cycles

into two categories: those with two same labels as ss and those

with two distinct labels as dd. Similarly, we categorize 3-cycles

into three categories: those with three same labels as sss, those

with two same labels and one distinct label as ssd, and those with

three distinct labels as ddd. Correspondingly, we denote the count

of these five categories of cycles in the unsampled dependency

graph as Css , Cdd , Csss , Cssd , and Cddd ; and the count of them in

sampled dependency graph as css , cdd , csss , cssd , and cddd . The

following theorem reveals the relationship between these counts

and the number of cycles in the unsampled dependency graph.

Theorem 5.2. The estimator E2 =
css
p +

cdd
p2

is an unbiased es-

timator of the number of 2-cycles C2 = Css + Cdd ; the estimator

E3 =
csss
p +

cssd
p2
+

cddd
p3

is an unbiased estimator of the number of

3-cycles C3 = Csss +Cssd +Cddd .

Proof. We prove the theorem for the E2 case, while the E3 part

is similar.

For each ss 2-cycle (those with two edges on the same label), the

probability that their label is chosen is p. Thus, the expectation of

Css is E[Css ] =
css
p . (Note the additivity of expectation does not

rely on independence.) Similarly, for each dd 2-cycle, since the labels

of two edges are distinct and each label is sampled independently,

E[Cdd ] =
cdd
p2

. By the additivity of exception, we have E[C2] =

E[Cdd +Css ] = E[Cdd ] + E[Css ] =
css
p +

cdd
p2

. □

Note the above mentioned estimators are unbiased because they

distinguish cycles whose edges are dependent from the cycles that

edges are not independent (or less dependent).

Example 5.3. We continue from the Example 5.1. The correspond-

ing dependency graph (after sampling) is shown in Fig. 5(e). In this

graph there are cdd = 1, while css = csss = cssd = cddd = 0.

Therefore, we have E2 =
1

0.52
= 4 and E3 = 0.

Reducing systematic variance: In the previous section we as-

sume the sampled data items do not change throughout the job

execution. Although the estimations of the numbers of cycles are

unbiased, certain sampled data may cause larger sampling variance.

Without paying too much overhead, we periodically re-sample the

sampled data: we start with a sample of data and collect edges (col)

on them. After a certain interval, we re-sample another sample

of data and collect data on them instead. The smaller the interval,

the closer that our edge sampling is to uniform and independent

edge sampling. However, there is a switch overhead between two

periods: as discussed in the last section, at the beginning of each

interval, the information of lastWrite and readIDs are not avail-

able. Therefore, our sampler waits for a warm-up phase before

producing stable samples. In practice, we choose the switch inter-

val as 30 seconds so the monitor provides second-level real-time

information to the end-users.

5.2 Memory optimized bookkeeping

Althoughmost of the operations in col are lightweight, the variable-

length array readIDs, which is supposed to record the read opera-

tions between two consecutive writes, is costly because variable-

length array hurts the cache line hit rate. We analyze the problem

associated with readIDs and propose a main memory based opti-

mization to reduce the overhead.

The cost of variable-length array: In the information collection

component, col, most of the operations are lightweight instruc-

tions, including variable assignments, conditional statements, and

loop controls, except the operations related to readIDs which is a

variable-length array. The common implementations of variable-

length array use dynamic allocated memory. The allocated memory

is usually not co-located with other fields (e.g. lastWrite) in the

physical memory space. Thus they are not likely to share the same

cache line. As reported by David et al. [11], in a Intel Xeon pro-

cessor, accessing L1 or L2 cache costs 5 and 11 cycles respectively

while accessing main memory costs 355 cycles. Therefore, cache

miss could hurt the performance significantly.

Fixed-length array: Motivated by the huge cost of a variable-

length readIDs, we use a fixed-length array to store readIDs in-

stead. We co-locate the fixed-length array together with other fields

of d, namely lastWrite and the actual data d. The co-location of

these fields saves the cold-memory access and thus reduce the over-

head of col. However, in order to replace the variable-length array

by the fixed-length one, we address two problems: namely how to

choose the length of the fixed-length array and how to handle the

overflow.

Length of fixed-length array: As discussed before, we intend to

replace the variable-length array readIDs by a fixed-length array.

readIDs is suppose to store the IDs of all read operations between

two consecutive write operations. Thus, this system parameter

(i.e. the length of the fixed-length array) depends on the expected

number of such read operations. This number depends on the un-

derlying job itself. So ideally the user has the knowledge about it,

and can opt-out this optimization. However, we analyze the prob-

lem in two representative scenarios to show the expected number

of read operations is usually small.
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Algorithm 2 col in RushMon

Require: d.lastWrite, d.count and d.read for each data d

1: procedure Initialize()

2: for all chosen data item d do

3: d.lastWrite← null

4: d.read← null

5: d.count← 0

6: procedure handle_ops(op , t id , d )

7: if d is not chosen then

8: return

9: if op is read then

10: d.count← d.count + 1

11: X← random(0, 1)

12: if X < 1
d.count

then

13: d.read← t id

14: if d.lastWrite , null then

15: Issue an edge d.lastWrite
wr
−−−→
d

tid

16: if op is write then

17: if d.count = 0 then

18: Issue an edge d.lastWrite
ww
−−−→
d

tid

19: else

20: Issue an edge tx
rw
−−−→
d

tid

21: d.read← null

22: d.count← 0

23: d.lastWrite← tid

In the first scenario, we consider n read operations and n write

operations, which are randomly ordered. Based on the theorem B.1

in Appendix B, the expectation of number of consecutive writes for

n reads and n writes operation is n−1
2 . Since there are n reads, the

expected number of read operations for two consecutive writes pair

is 2×n
n−1 , which is close to 2 when n is large.

We consider another common user scenario. In machine learn-

ing applications, optimization algorithms iteratively execute BUUs.

Each BUU reads a part of the model, computes a update direction

(for example, gradient or sub-gradient), and performs an update

by writing to the exact same location that has just been read by

itself. Therefore, each read operation is followed by a write one. The

sequence of operations for any data item tends to be an interleaving

sequence of read and write, like rwrwrw. In this case, the number

of reads between two consecutive writes is exactly 1.

Reservoir sampling: Since the expected number of read opera-

tions between two consecutive write operations tends to be about

a small constant, we store only one read between two writes. How-

ever, where there are more than one read between two consecutive

write operations, we prefer to uniformly store a read operation

among them, instead of storing the first-encountered read.

To sample without knowing the total number of elements ahead

we use reservoir sampling [44]. It only stores the sampled element

(element) and a count which represents the number of element so

far. When an element comes in, it generates a random number in

the range (0, 1) and only accepts the element if the random number

falls in (0, 1
count ). We illustrate the algorithm col in Algorithm 2.

Calibration: The sampling of readIDs discards some read opera-

tions, thus reduces the number of rw edges and wr edges. However,

the ww edges are not reduced altogether. To calibrate the number

of ww edges, we monitor the number of total read operations, the

number of discard reads, and broadcast this discard ratio to all col

instances periodically. Each col component instances discard ww

edges accordingly.

5.3 Fast cycle detection: an effective vertex
pruning

We propose an approach to speed up the cycle detection component

det, which counts the numbers of 2- and 3-cycles in the dependency

graph. In the dependency graph, each BUU is represented as a vertex

and edges are extracted by col. det counts the numbers of 2- and

3-cycles via brute force algorithm. We discuss two vertex pruning

methods to remove łdeadž vertices (BUUs) that are not possible to

be in a cycle.

Effective commit time pruning: In the dependency graph, the

number of vertices could be very huge. Assume the system pro-

cesses 10 millions BUUs per second using 32 workers. Even if the

sampling reduces the number vertices and we only need to pro-

cess one thousandth of them, there are still 600,000 vertices in one

minute. However, on the other hand, there are about 32 active ver-

tices in the dependency graph at any time.2 The mismatch between

the number of total vertices and the number of concurrent vertices

motivates us that how to efficiently remove the łdeadž vertices that

will never become a part of cycle in future is a critical to the cycle

detection performance.

time

active

dead

zombie

backward edge

tactive

ECT

Figure 6: The ECT pruning

At any time, future edges will only emerges from the operations

of the alive vertex (i.e. the ones that have not finished). The desti-

nation of future edges must be the alive vertices, while the source

could be any vertex. Intuitively, there are far more edges from the

old vertices to new ones than the edges from the new ones to the

old ones. Let us fix an alive vertex v and consider other vertex u.

The older the u, the more likely that there exist paths from u to v ,

and the less likely that there exist paths for the reverse direction.

It is less likely that there exists a cycle that contains both u and

v because such cycle requires paths for both direction. Informally

speaking, for a committed vertex v , if all of its edges are łto the

futurež, then we can safely remove it from the dependency graph,

because there does not exist a path from the latter vertices to v .

2Assuming each worker only work on one active BUU, which is a common practice in
main-memory systems because of the context switching cost.
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We formalize the idea of vertex pruning. For a vertex v , we

denote its commit time ctv as when v is finished and v’s effect is

visible to other vertices. For the vertices that have not finished

yet, we denote their commit time as infinity. We also define the

start time stv as when v starts. We note the active time tactive
as the earliest start time st of all alive vertices. We use tactive to

distinguish vertices because for a vertex v , if ctv < tactive , there

does not exist (direct) edge from any active vertex to v . However,

in such case, we cannot just remove v because there could still

have paths that from active vertex to v . We denote a vertex active if

ctv ≥ tactive . As illustrated in Fig. 6, active vertices contain both

the alive vertices and the vertices that intersect with the tactive
time.

For the non-active vertices, we still need to pay attention to indi-

rect paths from active vertex to them. To do this, we first define the

commit-time ordering (CTO). For two vertices u and v with an edge

from u to v , we say the edge is obey-CTO if ctu < ctv . Otherwise

we say edge is anti-CTO. As discussed before, there are far more

obey-CTO edges than anti-CTO ones. Moreover, for any cycle, there

exists at least one anti-CTO edge (otherwise all vertices in the cycle

are ordered by the CTO which indicates a topology ordering among

vertices, thus no cycle is possible). For a vertexv , we define its effec-

tive commit time (ECT) ectv = max{ctv ,maxu→v {etcu }}. ectv is

the latest possible commit time for all vertices that may have paths

to u. For a non-active vertex v , we say v is dead if ectv < tactive
and such v can be safely removed. Otherwise we say v is a zombie

vertex.

Now we consider how to prune vertices from the dependency

graph. When a BUU finishes, we look at the corresponding vertex

v . At this time we are able to know all the vertices that have edges

to v (i.e. the incoming neighbors). Therefore, we can compute ectv
for v . If v’s all incoming neighbors has been finished, we compute

ectv , and prune v if ectv < tactive . Otherwise, if any vertex in the

incoming neighbors is not finished, then ectt = ∞ at this time. In

such a case we cannot prune it now. The system will periodically

go through all vertices and recompute their ect values to remove

them from the dependency graph.

Distance based pruningWe propose a distance based vertex prun-

ing. The intuition of such pruning is also based on the fact that dead

vertices can only be sources of new edges instead of destinations

of them. For a dead (or zombie) vertex v , there is not possible to

foresee its out-neighbors in the dependency graph, however, sincev

is already committed, its in-neighbors are fixed and will not change

anymore. Therefore, if v is part of a k-cycle, there must exist a

(k − 1)-length path from a live transaction to v . In other words,

there must exist an alive vertex u and the distance from u to v is

less than k − 1. Using this property, we can periodically perform

multi-source BFS search from all the alive vertex for k − 1 hops,

and safely remove all the unreachable dead (and zombie) vertices.

6 RELATED WORK

(In-)consistency-tolerant Algorithm: HogWild! [36] proposes

an algorithm that does not require a consistent view of the data. It

relaxes the consistency requirement on the stochastic gradient de-

scent (SGD) algorithm.Motivated byHogWild!, researcher proposes

consistency-tolerant variations on other algorithms, for example

stochastic coordinate descent (SCD) [27], stochastic dual coordinate

ascent (SDCA) [22], variance deduction (VR) [37], and algorithms

on non-convex problems [38]. Researcher also propose variations

of these problems that can adaptively adjust their parameters ac-

cording to the latency of the data storage [14, 24, 31, 32, 55].

These best-effort algorithms significantly increase both the scal-

ability and the performance on solving several important optimiza-

tion problems. However, they all suffer from the following common

issues. First, the correctness proofs for them, if any, rely on strong

assumptions. The assumptions are usually combinations of (strong)

convexity, sparsity, data storage latency, Lipschitz continuity, and

randomness. Although these properties exists in a wide range of

optimization problems, they are usually not true for other (discrete)

analytics. Second, the theoretical guarantees are usually not tight:

they usually prove after sufficient long time and with high proba-

bility the algorithm converges if all the conditions are satisfied.

These convergence guarantees are not always useful to guide the

end-users in practice.

There is also a rich literature about algorithms with asynchro-

nous message passing and/or under weak communication mod-

els, and algorithms for parallel random-access memory (PRAM)

models [29]. They focuses on more primitive questions other than

complex analytical queries.

Systems without Consistent Views: In recent years, shared-me-

mory architectures have been widely used in various systems. Ma-

chine learning, especially deep learning system [12, 54], usually

provides random-access shared-memory interface without a con-

sistency controller or with only weak consistency guarantees. Rep-

resentative systems include Cyclades [34], Parameter Server [26],

TensorFlow [2], Project Adam [8], Petuum [49] and the GPU-based

GeePS [10]. There are also general purpose systems which sup-

port asynchronized communication with random-access interface,

for example Malt [25], Aspire [45], Husky [50], Spark-ASIP [19],

and HSync [40]. Although these system achieve great success on

the performance perspective, they do not support monitoring the

degree of isolation.

ConsistencyAnomalies Detection: Zellag et al. [52, 53] propose

methods for detecting and classifying consistency anomalies. As

discussed before, their methods suffer from performance problems

and are not fast enough to support real-time monitoring. Fekete et

al. propose necessary conditions [15, 16] for identification of the

anomalies snapshot isolation (SI). These works investigate how to

find the anomalies before they happen and then how to prevent

them. These outcomes are based on particular consistency and iso-

lation levels, for example SI. According to their results, they are

not able to scale to hundreds of thousands transactions per second

while our approach monitors system which can process tens of

millions transactions per second with very small overheads. Go-

lab et al. measure [17, 18] the consistency anomalies in replicated

and/or distributed systems. PBS [3] studies the consistency anom-

alies in quorum-based replicated storage. Lu et al. measure [28] the

consistency in Facebook’s productive environment.
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Figure 7: ASGD: convergence speed and isolation anomalies
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Figure 8: ASGD: after the reinforcement of consistency level

at the 60th iteration, anomalies (right y-axis) accurately pre-

dicts the improvement of accuracy (left y-axis)

7 EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

Experiment Setting: We implement our prototype in C++ and

compile it in g++ 5.4.0. We conduct our experiments in Amazon

EC2 r3.8xlarge machines. Each such instance has 32 Intel Xeon

E5-2670 v2 cores, 244 GB memory, and a 10 Gbps network. For the

experiments that uses more then 32 cores, we conduct them on

an EC2 x1.32xlarge instance which has 128 Intel Xeon E7-8880

v3 cores and 1,952 GB of memory. Unless otherwise specified we

report the counts of cycles per second. When reporting the count of

cycles we do not average them on multiple runs, because averaging

smooths the counts. Instead we only use counts from one run, and

report the variance instead (c.f. Fig. 16).

Through experimental studies we verify:

• Our isolation level indicators are tightly correlated with the

accuracy of the underlying jobs (Section 7.1), therefore we

the isolation anomalies effectively represent the real-time

level of łchaosž caused by the runtime environment.

• Our data-centric edge sampler accurately samples represen-

tative edges with a small overhead (Section 7.2). Together

with our novel estimator, RushMon counts the number of 2-

and 3-cycles accurately.

• Our memory optimized bookkeeping effectively reduce the

overhead caused by variable-length array (Section 7.3).

• Our proposed vertex pruning techniques reduces the edge

detection costs (Section 7.4).

7.1 Anomalies vs. accuracy

Besides the micro benchmarks presented in Section 3, we preform

additional experiments to verify the relationship between the qual-

ity of isolation anomalies and the out-of-order execution’s negative
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Figure 9: Anomalies distinguish the system configurations

that cause convergent and divergent in optimization algo-

rithms (number of cycles per second in x-axis, number of

BUUs to true optimal in y-axis)

effects on the result accuracy on machine learning and graph ana-

lytics workloads.

Remarks. For analytical jobs’ performance, the most commonly

used criterion is the (improvement of) quality of answer per wall

clock time because the user’s target is to finish the jobs as soon as

possible. However, this criterion is further affected by two crite-

ria: the quality of answer per BUU (e.g. the number of iterations

or convergence speed), and the wall clock time per BUU. Gener-

ally speaking, tuning the system configuration (e.g. increasing the

consistency level) may increase (or decrease) both simultaneously,

therefore whether the user benefits from such tuning is situation-

dependent. In this paper, we focus on the quality of answer per BUU

for two reasons. First, we decouple it from the other (e.g. wall clock

time per BUU) to analyze them separately. Second, the wall clock

time per BUU is easier to estimate in runtime, while estimating

quality per BUU is not straightforward.

We conduct an experiment for SGD on the Criteo dataset [9].

Each tuple of the data represents some properties about a user

and an advertisement, together with a label indicating whether

the user clicked the advertisement or not. The analytical job is

to train a binary classifier model. There is a unknown real value

weight associated with each property. For each tuple, the machine

learning model computes a linear combination of all the weights of

its properties, and predicts the possibility of a click base on it. In

this problem the intermediate data is the unknown weights. Each

BUU reads all the weights related to a user, calculates a gradient and

updates all associated weights. Instead of the SGD workload used

in the micro benchmark, we conduct additional experiments on
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Figure 10: Anomalies distinguish the system configurations

that cause convergent and divergent in graph algorithms

(number of cycles per second in x-axis, number of BUUs to

true optimal in y-axis)

asynchronous SGD (ASGD). All the reads and writes are performed

with asynchronous operations. We encode the sparse features by

one-hot-encoding.

In the first experiments on ASGD, we vary the parameter stale-

ness bound s . Thek-th operation will be a blocked (i.e. synchronized)

one instead of an asynchronous one if the (k − s)-th asynchronous

operation has not been acknowledged yet.When s is 1, the asynchro-

nous operations become synchronous ones, and when s is infinity,

the operations are fully asynchronous. We vary the staleness s ,

and measure the loss value after each updates, together with the

number of isolation anomalies. In Fig. 7 we found the smaller the s ,

the quicker the computation converges to low values, a smaller s

also indicates a smaller number of cycles.

In the second experiment on ASGD, we start on staleness 30, and

decreases it to 1 after the 60th iteration. We measure the loss after

each iteration and monitor the anomalies in real-time, and illustrate

the results in Fig. 8.We emphasize that the loss per iteration is a post-

mortem analysis: the end user is not supposed to be aware of such

information during his/hers training process, because calculating

loss takes a significant amount of time. The figure shows that after

the reinforcement of synchronization, the isolation anomalies level

drops and the convergence speed increases simultaneously. This

indicates that although the user cannot afford the cost of evaluating

loss value, the isolation anomalies level is a useful indicator of result

quality.

In the third experiment on optimization algorithms, we con-

ducted experiments on three algorithms: ASGD, ASGD with mo-

mentum (ASGDM) [35], and RMSprop [42]. ASGDM descends a

direction that combines the gradient and previous ones (i.e. the mo-

mentum). RMSprop re-weights the gradient according to a moving

average of the previous gradients’ lengths. Both adaptively adjust

smoothing the descent step and aim at reducing the łrandomnessž

caused by the stochasticity and/or asynchronicity. Therefore, out-

of-order executions should have less significant effects on their

performance. In these experiments we vary the configuration of
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Figure 11: Database: convergence and isolation anomalies

their parameters, including the system latency, the size of mini-

batching, the step length of gradient descent (which does not affect

the number of cycles but affects the convergance rate), and the

staleness bound as well. Some configuration parameter sets are not

able to compute correct results and the algorithm diverges. For each

parameter set, we compute the number of BUUs to converge to the

optimal (for those who cannot converge, we set this number as 106)

and the isolation anomalies level. We illustrate our experiments

results in Fig. 9. Each configuration parameter set is represented as

a dot in the figure, and we distinguish convergent and divergent

cases by colors. In this figure, we observe that the number of anom-

alies is significantly correlated to whether the system configuration

leads to the convergent result.

We conduct another experiment on graph algorithms on the

dataset uk-2007-05 (c.f. Section 7.2): weakly connected component

(WCC) and graph coloring. A weakly connected component is a

maximum connected subgraph by ignoring the direction on edges.

In initialization, each vertex is in a unique weakly connected compo-

nent. During each computation, each vertex inspects its neighbors’

weakly connected components and joins one with the smallest ID.

Graph coloring assigns a color to each vertex so two neighbor ver-

tices have different colors. At the start, each vertex is assigned to a

unique color. And we start by assigning each vertex a color with

smallest color ID and make sure its color is still different with its

neighbors’. We vary the system configurations and measure how

long does the algorithm take to become close to the optimal solu-

tion. The results in Fig. 10 shows when the algorithm converges

quickly, the number of isolation anomalies is also low.

Database consistency and isolation anomalies. Motivated by

Fekete et al. [15], we design a transactional database experiment

as a proof-of-concept, to study the relationship between database

consistency and isolation anomalies. In an online bookstore there

are 1000 books. Initially each book has 10 copies. There are c con-

current customers. The transaction is as follows: each customer

select b books and inspect their stock level. If any book’s stock is

non-positive the customer leaves. Otherwise, he/she waits t mil-

lisecond and makes his/her order by decreasing these books’ stocks

by 1, without re-validating the current stock numbers. Each cus-

tomer sleeps for t milliseconds between transactions. A curator

checks the stock every second, and sets the stock number to 10 if

it is non-positive. We vary the parameters c , b, t , and measure the

number of violations, i.e. the transactions that decreases a stock to

negative. The result is shown in Fig. 11. The figure illustrates when

the anomalies is frequent, there is a strong correlation between
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Parameter Range Default

Size of V (×106) 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 10

Average degree D 2, 5, 10, 15, 20 10

Number of workers C 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 32

Lower-bound of degree LB 0, 5, 10, 15, 20 0

Table 1: The parameters of synthetic data

the isolation anomalies and the violation rate of consistency con-

straints. We believe this demonstrates RushMon’s application for

database systems with weaker isolation levels and plan to further

explore this in future work.

7.2 Sampling Quality

We assess the quality of information for the collector component

col. We plan to verify that our data-centric sampling is able to

sample edges in a small overhead, while providing samples with

good quality; and the estimation of anomalies on these samples

closely matches the ground truth number of anomalies.

Experiment settings: For a thoroughly evaluation of the sam-

pling quality, we first use synthetic data because the synthetic data

generator enables us to vary the parameters of the data. We later

report the results on real datasets. In our experiments, we vary the

sample rate sr and measure the following properties. The first is

the overhead of the data collection component col. Assume the

wall clock time of the system without col is t0, and the wall clock

time with col and sampling rate sr ( i.e. 1
sr of data is sampled) is

tsr . Then the overhead is tsr
t0
− 1. We also count the number of

edges after sampling, and the number of 2-cycles, 3-cycles corre-

spondingly. For simplicity, these counts are summarized for every

C × 100, 000 transactions processed by the system, while C is the

number of workers. We implement a shared-memory storage on

top of a multi-core environment. Since the memory-efficient book

keeping (c.f. Section 5.2) also filters out some edges, we turn it off

when we focus on the accuracy of our data-centric edge sampler.

We consider an artificial workload, which is commonly seen in

both the machine learning and graph analytics applications. The

workload iteratively executes BUUs on a graph: each BUU reads

one vertex and its neighbors, performs arithmetic operations on

them, and writes some values back to them. We use a synthetic

graph generator: given a vertex size V and an average degree D, it

generates a graph G using the preference attachment method [13].

In this experimental study, we vary the number of workers C in

the systems and the parameter LB which is the lowest degree of

vertices. The range and default value of all parameters are shown

in Table 1.

Synthetic dataset estimation:We first vary the dataset. In Fig. 12

we vary the number of vertices in the graph N . Both the x-axis and

y-axis are in the log scale. Note sampling rate sr equals to 1 means

there is no sampling; here we use the original dependency graph

instead. As illustrated in Fig. 12, the sampling quality is very stable

for the sampling rate 2 to 50 and drops slightly at sampling rate

100. We vary the average degree in Fig. 13. We emphasize when

the average degree is 2, the dependency graph does not contain

3-cycles thus the corresponding line is not shown in the figure.
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Figure 12: The quality of sampling by varying the number

of vertices
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Figure 13: The quality of sampling by varying the degree
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Figure 14: The quality of sampling by varying the number

of cores
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Figure 15: The quality of sampling by varying the number

of degree lower bounds
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Figure 16: Sampling variance

We then perform an experimental study on different execution

environments by varying C and LB. In Fig. 14 we vary the number

of workers in the system C and in Fig. 15 we vary the degree lower

bound LB. The axises are in the log scale. As illustrated in Fig. 14,

the sampling approach helps for det to accurately estimate the real

number of cycles unless such number is very low (for example, no

more than 1000) without sampling.

In these figures, we observe the quality of sampling is stable

over different graphs: the lines in all these figures are very close

to straight lines. These confirms our unbiased estimator is able to

estimate the number of cycles. The overhead of original col ranges

from 30% to 50%, which is big for the main-memory computations.

Our sampling achieve small overhead. When the sampling rate is

20, the overhead is about 3% and then decreases to 1% when the

sampling rate is 50. Therefore, our sampler at least 30x to 50x faster

than the previous one (based on the sampling rate 50). It reports

vary accurate results with low overhead.

Estimation variance:We measure the variance of the sampling.

We illustrate the results in Fig. 16. We use the default parameter of

the experiments and draw the quantiles of cycle counts from 1,000

runs. In this figure we find variance is small compared with the

absolute value.

Real data estimation:Wealso conduct experiments on real datasets.

We use four real large graph datasets. The dataset friendster is

an on-line social network. Two people are connected by an edge if

friendster twitter-mpi sk-2005 uk-2007-05 criteo
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Figure 17: The quality of sampling for real graph data

Dataset |V | |E | |E |/ |V | Size

friendster 65,608,366 1,806,067,135 27.53 16.0G

twitter-mpi 52,579,682 1,963,263,821 38.50 17.0G

sk-2005 50,636,154 1,949,412,601 38.50 17.0G

uk-2007-05 105,896,555 3,738,733,648 35.31 33.0G

Table 2: Four Real Graph Datasets

they are friends. It is available at SNAP [41]. The dataset twitter-

mpi is a follower network in Twitter, crawled by MPI in 2010 [33].

All other datasets are large social networks graph and web page

graphs used in different domains which can be downloaded from

WebGraph [47]. The basic information of datasets are shown in

Table 2. We also used machine leaerning data Criteo [9].

We use 32 cores and assume degree lower bound is 0.Wemeasure

the overhead, number of edges, and cycles in different sizes and

report the result in Fig. 17. This figure confirms that our sampler

effectively generates samples that are accurate for cycles counting.

In Fig. 17(c)-(d), the lines connected by the number of cycles is

almost a straight line when sr ranges from 1 to 20. When sr is 50 or

100, our samples are still not far away from the expected numbers.

Comparison of various samplings: We compare three different

methods on collecting edge information, namely collecting the edge

without sampling (US), the conventional edge-base sampling (ES)

and the data-centric sampling (DCS) proposed in this paper. We

process the synthetic dataset using the default parameters, vary

the sample rate, and report the results in Fig. 18. For overhead, we

measure both the overhead for sampling (marked with abbrevia-

tion) and the overhead for both the sampling and cycle counting

(marked with +D) in Fig. 18(a). For cycle counting component det,

we enable the pruning for a fair comparison. For the counts of edges

and cycles, contrasted to the raw readings which are illustrated in

previous figures, we show the estimated answer for an apple-to-

apple comparison. In Fig. 18(a), we observe RushMon sampling is

able to deliver the accurate results with a small overhead compared
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Figure 18: The quality comparision of various samplings

(counts of cycles/edges are calibrated)
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Figure 19: The quality of main memory optimized book-

keeping by varying the number of vertices
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Figure 20: The quality of main memory optimized book-

keeping by varying the average degree

with other two samplings (whose lines are coincided). In Fig. 18(b)-

(d), the estimation of number of edges and cycle counts are hardly

distinguishable, which verifies the the accuracy of estimation.

7.3 Memory optimized bookkeeping

We test the effects of memory-optimized bookkeeping (MOB) (Sec-

tion 5.2). We measure the number of sampled edges with MOB

and normalize it with the number without MOB. Similarly, we also

measure the normalized number of cycles. We vary the number of

vertices N in Fig. 19, the average degree in Fig. 20, the number of

workers in the system C in Fig. 21, and the degree lower bound LB

in Fig. 22.
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Figure 21: The quality of main memory optimized book-

keeping by varying the number of cores
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Figure 22: The quality of main memory optimized book-

keeping by varying the degree lower bound
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Figure 23: The categories of edges

The relative number of cycles falls within the range of [0.98,

1.02] for all the test data and environment settings. In other words

the quality of consistency anomalies monitoring is slightly affected

by MOB. For most of the test data and environment settings, the

relative overhead of MOB falls in range of 40% to 60%. It indicates

MOB saves 40% to 60% overhead of the sampling component col.

We also show the number of edges for three categories: rw, ww

and wr. We use the default experimental parameters and settings.

We illustrate the number of three categories of edges in Fig. 23,

for the sampling approach without MOB (in Fig. 23(a)) and the

sampling with MOB (in Fig. 23(b)). As confirmed in the figures, the

ratio between the number of ww edges and the number of rw (or

wr) edges is close to 10−2 which is two orders of magnitude smaller

than 1. This confirms our design choice to use 1 space to store the

read information (i.e. MOB) is sufficient.

7.4 Effect of vertex pruning

We evaluate the effectiveness of pruning methods proposed in

Section 5.3. We use the synthetic dataset and default parameters.

The results in other settings are similar. We consider three pruning

methods: the ECT-pruning, distance pruning, and a combination of
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Figure 24: The effectiveness of pruning

them. We illustrate the results in Fig. 24. In Fig. 24(a) we measure

the overhead for pruning. The x-axis is the number of edges so far

and the y-axis is the amortized nanoseconds spent on pruning each

edge. All pruning methods have low overhead and the ECT-pruning

is the fastest. In Fig. 24(b) we measure the number of edges for a

period of time. From this figure we observe the ECT-pruning is able

to remove half of the edges while dis-pruning keeps the number

of edges in a low level regardless the number of total edges. The

combination of them reduce the number of edges in further. In

Fig. 24(c)-(d) we measure the time spent on detection of different

length cycles. From the figures we found the distance based pruning

effectively reduce the time spent on cycle detection by reducing

the number of edges. When det has received 106 edges from col,

detecting 3-cycle for a edge costs 104 nanoseconds if there is no

pruning, and only costs 102 nanoseconds if we apply a combination

of two pruning methods. The combined pruning speeds up the cycle

counting by at least 1000x.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

The absence of strong consistency sometimes puts users into a

dangerous situation, where the results may have worse quality

or even be complete wrong. In this paper, we conjecture that the

number of short cycles in the dependency graph is an effective

indicator of out-of-order executions, and propose RushMon, an

ultra-lightweight real-time anomalies detector. RushMon reports

isolation anomalies with a small overhead due to its novel data-

centric sampling, main-memory optimized book keeping, and an

effective vertex pruning method, which speeds up the cycle count-

ing. We verify the effectiveness and efficiency of RushMon through

extensive experiments.

We envision several research directions based on these results.

First, we plan to investigate how to control system parameters to

adjust the consistency level. Second, motivated by the application of

deep learning, we are aware that most of the deep learning models

are not convex. In other words, when the system goes wrong (e.g.

excessive number of anomalies łruinž the model) the model is

not able to recover itself. We also plan to work on łrecoveringž

intermediate results once the isolation anomalies are too large.
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A BACKGROUND ON OPTIMIZATION

In this section, we briefly introduce how optimization algorithms

handle inconsistent reads when the system provides a very limited

or no isolation guarantee. We start from how optimization works

in a sequential setting, discuss why asynchronous optimization

algorithms work, and when and why they fail to work. We extend

our discussion to an architecture łparameter serverž and its rela-

tion with conventional consistency/isolation concepts, and finally

compare RDBMS consistency with the constraints of optimization

problems.

Optimization: gradient and descent.We start from a general set-

ting: optimizingmin f (x ,D). x is the unconstrained and unknown

variable, D represents the data, and f is a known target function.

The target is to find an x that minimizes f (x ,D).
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The most widely applied optimization algorithm class is gradient

descent. Given the current x (and D and f ), the algorithm relies on

a gradient function ∇f (x ,D) (∇f for short). Starting from an initial

position x0, the algorithm iteratively computes the gradient ∇f

from the current position xi , and moves xi towards this gradient

direction for a certain length xi+1 = xi − ci × ∇f (xi ,D), until it

reaches the optimality point. We illustrate this process in Fig. 25(a).

ci is denoted as step size (also known as step length or learning rate).

Note ∇f (xi ,D) only guarantees f descends at xi , but the algorithm

moves xi for a certain length ci , and there is no guarantee that ∇f

is a descending direction along the path. The algorithm chooses

an appropriate ci to ensure that ∇f decreases f łfor a whilež, in

other words f keeps decreasing from xi to xi+1. The choice of xi
is usually based on certain assumptions on the smoothness and

continuity of the target function f . If f is a convex function, it has

only one global optimal point and appropriate step sizes guarantee

the algorithm finds the optimal point.

Ideally, ∇f is the steepest direction that f will decrease on. How-

ever, in a general setting computing ∇f involves both x and D. In

a large scale optimization problem D could be huge and ∇f be-

comes time-consuming to compute. Therefore, prior work proposes

variations of ∇f that may not always be the steepest direction of

descent or even be a direction of ascent occasionally, but are easier

to compute. With appropriate step sizes, these variations of gradi-

ent descent also guarantee optimality on convex functions, and are

usually faster to reach the convergence point.

Asynchronous Gradient Descent: For efficiency, practitioners

usually partition the data and/or x , and execute the algorithm in a

multi-core, parallel, or distributed environment. Therefore, workers

(i.e. cores and/or computers) need to communicate and synchronize

state (i.e. x and/or gradients). Straightforwardly simulating sequen-

tial gradient descent in a multi-worker environment maintains the

correctness by strong isolation levels (for example, serializability).

However, it hardly achieves the desired parallelism because strong

isolation levels require frequent synchronization and coordination,

thus is usually slow and becomes a bottleneck. In order to overcome

isolation overhead, researchers propose asynchronous variants of

gradient descent where they typically give up isolation guarantees

completely. For simplicity, we imagine a server-client architecture

where the server stores the variable x in a key-value store; the

clients read and write x with observable latency. We discuss two

implementation variants: the conventional store and parameter

server [26], and analyze how they break the isolation requirement.

We illustrate the first example on conventional store in Fig. 25(b)

and the read/write operations sorted by time in Table 3. The algo-

rithm starts from coordinate (1, 2). Worker 1 computes gradient and

moves (1, 2) to (2, 1) by writing x[0] = 2 and x[1] = 1. However,

worker 2 concurrently reads the storage, and received the inconsis-

tent information: x[0] = 2 (updated by worker 1) and x[1] = 2 (not

updated by worker 1 yet). It then starts from (2, 2) and computes

the gradient (1, 0) and writes the updated variable (3, 2).

A parameter server utilizes the commutativity of add operations

on real number. The clients sent gradients to the server, and server

adds gradient to x . We reuse the last example, and illustrate it

in Fig. 25(c) and the read/write operations in Table 4. Compared

with conventional server, a parameter server ensures all received

gradients will eventually be updated to x , however, inconsistent

reads affects correctness of the gradient. In the conventional server

example, worker 2 starts from an incorrect position (2, 2) (Fig. 25(b));

in the parameter server example, worker 2 starts from the correct

position (2, 1) but descends by an incorrect gradient: the gradient

of (2, 2) instead of the one of (2, 1) (Fig. 25(c)) because of data

inconsistency.

Although the asynchronous optimization algorithms fail to ob-

serve the isolation requirement, they may still converge when f

and D are łnicež enough. We briefly review the outline of some

convergence proofs. In order for the algorithms to converge, the

latency of communication shall be bounded (bounded latency), and

the step size shall be negative enough (appropriate learning rate).

Thus the inconsistent snapshot x read by the worker is not too

far away from the up-to-date x . Moreover, the f shall be contin-

uous and smooth (smoothness), such that the incorrect gradient

computed from the inconsistent x is not too far away from the true

gradient. After that, we still need to assume f is well-behaved to

ensure the true gradient is small enough, so the incorrect gradient

is still negative. Based on this information we choose appropriate

step sizes, which are not too small (to prolong the convergence

infinitely) nor too big (such that it starts to ascend in the middle

of the step). The algorithm converges with high probability if f is

convex.

Despite the convergence proof of asynchronous algorithms, op-

timization practitioners observe situations that asynchronous ones

fail to converge [14, 21, 24]. The main problem is such algorithms

are actively being used when above prerequisites of convergence

are not satisfied. For example, asynchronous algorithms are being

used to optimize non-convex function like neural networks [8];

practitioners also choose the learning rate based on empirical stud-

ies instead of the guidelines specified by the convergence proofs

because those are too conservative; and sometimes the distributed

environment may fail to meet the latency bounds.

Constrained optimization vs. Data consistency The concept

consistency in ACID represents a set of data constraints, for ex-

ample x + y = 0 or łeach account has at least one ownerž. This

consistency is preserved by strong isolation levels: if each trans-

action preserves consistency, and the concurrent transactions are

executed in a serializable way, their effects equal to the effect of a

serial execution, which preserves the consistency. If the isolation

level is weak, there is a chance that concurrent transactions cannot

preserve consistency.

Optimization problems may have constraints too. They aim at

the minimal target function while having the variable satisfies the

constraints (i.e. inside the feasible region). However, optimization

algorithms handle constraints in a different way. When the variable

x is out of the feasible region, algorithms utilize an user-specified

proximity operator prox : xi+1 = prox(xi ). prox finds the a point

that is in the feasible region and is close to x . The algorithms start

descending from the new point and call prox when necessary.

Although both consistency in RDBMS and constraints in op-

timization specify a łlegitimatež region of data, then honor the

constraints in different ways. RDBMS usually have zero tolerance

of inconsistency as one single fragment of inconsistent may crash

the application or cause a significant monetary lost, and once the
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worker 1
read x[0]=1 calc. write write

x x[1]=2 ∇f x[0]=2 x[1]=1

server
x[0]=1 x[0]=2 x[0]=2

x[1]=2 x[1]=2 x[1]=1

worker 2
read x[0]=2 calc. write write

x x[1]=2 ∇f x[0]=3 x[1]=2

Table 3: An example of asynchronous gradient descent (time order from left to right)

worker 1
read x[0]=1 calc. write write

x x[1]=2 ∇f x[0]+=1 x[1]+=-1

server
x[0]=1 x[0]=2 x[0]=2

x[1]=2 x[1]=2 x[1]=1

worker 2
read x[0]=2 calc. write write

x x[1]=2 ∇f x[0]+=1 x[1]+=0

Table 4: An example of asynchronous gradient descent on parameter server (time order from left to right)

x
0

x
n

(a) A general gradient descent in
sequential setting

(1,2)

(2,1)

(2,2) (3,2)

(b) Asynchronous causes inconsis-
tent read

(1,2)

(2,1)

(2,2) (3,2)

(3,1)

(c) Parameter server cannot pre-
vent inconsistency

prox

feasiable region

(d) Proximity gradient descent

Figure 25: Background: how optimization works

data break the constraints, there is no general way to fix the data

and to mitigate the potential cascading errors caused by inconsis-

tent reads. In contrast, optimization algorithms are always able to

recover from the out-of-bound data. Thus the optimization, as a

series of gradient descents, tolerates the inconsistent reads. Thus,

whether the variable falls out of feasible region, and if so, the fre-

quency and magnitude of such events, usually do not suggest the

convergence speed of the constrained optimization algorithms.

B ADDITIONAL THEOREM

Theorem B.1. Assume there are n read and n write operations. As-

sume each permutation of these 2n operations is same. Then expected

number of consecutivew operations is n−1
2 .

Proof. There are
(2n
n

)

possible permutations of these 2n opera-

tions. We want to count the number of permutations Ck that there

is exactly k consecutivew operations. Therefore our expectation is
∑

n−1
k=0

Ck×k

(2n
n
)

.

In order to compute Ck for a particular k , we group each con-

secutive w operations into one super-write operation (including

the case that a consecutive w operation range only contains one

w). There is n − k such super-write operations. There are
(n+1
n−k

)

ways to insert these super-write operations into n + 1 possible

slots between r operations (including the start and the end of r

operations sequence). After that, we consider how many ways to

composite super-write operations into normal write ones. There

are totally
(n−1
k

)

ways to do that. ThereforeCk =
(n+1
n−k

)

×
(n−1
k

)

and

our expectation is
∑

n−1
k=0 (

n+1
n−k)×(

n−1
k
)×k

(2n
n
)

. Based on the results from

Hansen et al. [20],
∑n−1
k=0

(n+1
n−k

)

×
(n−1
k

)

× k =
(2n−1)!

n!×(n−2)!
. Therefore

our expectation is n−1
2 . □
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